In precision agriculture (PA), compact and lightweight electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensors have extensively been used to investigate the spatial variability of soil, to evaluate crop performance, and to identify management zones by mapping soil apparent electrical conductivity (ECa), a surrogate for primary and functional soil properties. As reported in the literature, differential global positioning systems (DGPS) with sub-metre to centimetre accuracy have been almost exclusively used to geo-reference these measurements. However, with the ongoing improvements in Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) technology, a single state-of-the-art DGPS receiver is likely to be more expensive than the geophysical sensor itself. In addition, survey costs quickly multiply if advanced real time kinematic correction or a base and rover configuration is used. However, the need for centimetre accuracy for surveys supporting PA is questionable as most PA applications are concerned with soil properties at scales above 1 m. The motivation for this study was to assess the position accuracy of a GNSS receiver especially designed for EMI surveys supporting PA applications. Results show that a robust, low-cost and single-frequency receiver is sufficient to geo-reference ECa measurements at the within-field scale. However, ECa data from a field characterized by a high spatial variability of subsurface properties compared to repeated ECa survey maps and remotely sensed leaf area index indicate that a lack of positioning accuracy can constrain the interpretability of such measurements. It is therefore demonstrated how relative and absolute positioning errors can be quantified and corrected. Finally, a summary of practical implications and considerations for the geo-referencing of ECa data using GNSS sensors are presented.
Introduction
Precision agriculture (PA) is a crop management strategy which aims to optimise fieldlevel management with regard to crop farming, environmental protection and economics. To understand the field-scale variability of crop status and environmental state properties, new technologies such as airborne and satellite remote sensing, satellite based navigation systems and geographical information systems (GIS) are being used (Bramley 2009 ). To minimise cost and effort of conventional point-by-point characterization of soil properties, mobile geophysical sensors, which can provide direct or indirect measurements of specific soil properties, have intensively been used in the last decade (Sudduth et al. 2001; Corwin 2008) . Electromagnetic induction (EMI) measures soil apparent conductivity (ECa) by emitting an electromagnetic field while the response from the conductive subsurface is recorded. EMI instruments are the most commonly used geophysical sensors in PA and have been extensively used to investigate the spatial variability of soil, to estimate soil water content, clay content, soil depth, nutrient status, and also to evaluate crop performance, to identify crop management zones and to support agricultural experimentation (Kachanoski et al. 1988; Triantafilis and Lesch 2005; Corwin 2008 ).
Commonly, EMI derived measurements are geo-referenced using a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as the American Global Position System (GPS), the Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) or the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). Using the GPS as an example, complex signals containing the precise time and orbital information are broadcast by GNSS satellites in the form of the Coarse Acquisition Code (C/A code with 1.023 MHz), the Precise Code (P code with 10.23 MHz), and the navigation message (50 Hz) to the earth using different carrier frequencies in the L-band (1-2 GHz) (Kaplan and Hegarty 2006) .
The GNSS receiver decodes respective information and calculates its geo-position based on the principles of triangulation. However, GNSS positioning accuracy is mainly constrained by satellite geometry, which describes the position of satellites relative to each other from the view of the receiver, atmospheric delay, a frequency dependent delay of the satellite signals passing through the troposphere and ionosphere, as well as multipath effects, caused by signal reflection from secondary sources (Leick et al. 2015) .
In general, GNSS receivers can be distinguished based on the number of frequencies the sensor is capable of receiving (e.g. single-frequency (L1), multi-frequency systems (L1, L2, L5)), the concurrent reception of GNSS providers (e.g. single-constellation (GPS), multi-constellation (GPS/GLONASS/BeiDou)), and whether code only or code and carrier-phase observations are used by the receiver (El-Rabbany 2006) .
The advantages of the multi-frequency, multi-constellation systems are obvious. Atmospheric delay, multipath and receiver noise can be corrected by the concurrent reception of multiple frequencies, while balanced satellite geometry is more likely when information is received from as many satellites as possible. Furthermore, the navigation accuracy of the GNSS receiver considerably improves when pseudo range measurements, the distance between GNSS satellite and receiver, are obtained from the higher-resolution carrier-phase observations (wavelength 0.19 m) than from the code observations (wavelength 300 m) instead (Kaplan and Hegarty 2006) . Moreover, realtime kinematic (RTK), which relies on differential carrier-phase observations, received by radio modems from either a nearby reference station or Global System for Mobile
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Communications (GSM), enables sub-centimeter levels of positioning. These benefits have led the Australian Grains Research and Development Corporation to recommend differential GPS (DGPS) as the minimum level of accuracy for EMI surveys (O'Leary 2006) .
However, modern geodetic-grade GNSS systems with centimetre accuracy are costly. Weltzien et al. (2003) reported an exponential relationship between GNSS accuracy and acquisition cost. At present, the costs for a fully operable multi-frequency, multi-constellation GNSS unit for commercial purpose starts above 15 000 € (personal communication Leica). In areas with insufficient GSM coverage, an additional GNSS unit might have to be purchased to enable RTK correction. However, despite all possible upgrades, a robust positioning performance cannot be guaranteed and the possible loss of the correction signal will inevitably cause artefacts in the positioning. Such erroneous survey observations have then either to be removed (Delefortrie et al. 2014) or corrected using post processing software (Kaplan and Hegarty 2006) .
In contrast, a single-frequency GNSS receiver for less than 500 € might not be as accurate, but if the positioning accuracy of the receiver satisfies the demands of the proposed survey why should the surveyor not use a simpler GNSS unit? Beside acquisition costs, the requirement of a DGPS for ECa surveying is questionable as PA applications are generally concerned with soil properties measured on a scale above 1 m (McBratney and Pringle 1999) and most PA equipment only requires positioning with sub 3 m accuracy (McLoud et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, as most of the optical satellite imagery used in PA is sensed with a resolution of 5 × 5 m or above, McBratney et al. (2003) proposed a pixel resolution of 5 × 5 m for proximal sensed high resolution soil survey maps.
Despites these arguments only a few published EMI studies have relied on a single-frequency GNSS receiver. For example, Francés and Lubczynski (2011) used a standard GPS receiver with a horizontal accuracy of ± 2.5 m to reference EM-31 measurements, which they found to be satisfactory considering the scale of the spatial variation of surveyed clayey topsoil thickness. Similar GNSS systems were used by Vitharana et al. (2008) , Mertens et al. (2008) , López-Lozano et al. (2010) , and Huang et al. (2014) to geo-reference ECa measurement taken in agricultural fields.
However, none of these studies highlighted accuracy-related issues for the interpretability of the resulting measurements. Furthermore, although the GNSS units utilised were optimised for good and stable navigation performance, the handheld receivers were designed for adventure outdoor activities and not to support geophysical surveys. Therefore, an affordable, robust and compact, easy to operate GNSS unit is needed for ECa survey supporting PA applications.
The objectives of this study were: (i) to design an inexpensive L1 GNSS receiver for EMI surveys, (ii) to quantify its position accuracy relative to an RTK-DGPS using static and dynamic measurements, (iii) to quantify and correct positioning errors using repeated ECa measurements and secondary data.
Materials and methods

The L1 GNSS system
The GNSS unit described here (expressed as EMI-GPS hereafter, see Fig. 1 ) was designed to meet the needs of electromagnetic surveys. Hardware components costing around 400 € were integrated into a compact (200 × 100 × 100 mm), robust and waterproofed plastic housing. The core of the EMI-GPS is an Ublox LEA-6T (Thalwil, Switzerland) GPS. The single-frequency (L1 C/A code) GPS receiver operates with a maximal navigation update rate of 2 Hz and has a horizontal accuracy of 2.0 m with activated satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS) which accounts for satellite orbit and clock errors as well as atmospheric delay (Ublox 2010; Kaplan and Hegarty 2006) . A compact Novatel ANT-537 L1 GPS patch antenna mounted on top of the plastic housing is used to receive GPS information. Position information in the form of the National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) (2012) and the Ublox RAW format can either be recorded on an internal 2 GB SD-card or transmitted via an RS232 port to the geophysical sensor. The same port can be used to configure the module by Ublox u-center, a freely available GNSS evaluation software (Ublox 2016) , which allows the user to change between GNSS settings for different EMI sensors. The electronics of the EMI-GPS is powered by four easily replaceable AA Mignon Ni-MH rechargeable batteries, which last in operation for more than 12 h. Beside the low-cost and low-power consumption of the Ublox LEA-6T GPS module, the form factor ensures an easy upgrade to future Ublox LEA modules. Furthermore, the recorded RAW messages can be used by RTKLIB, a widely used, powerful, and highly portable open source software for real-time and post processing of GNSS data Yasuda 2008, 2009 ).
Assessment of the relative accuracy of the EMI-GPS determined by stationary recording
The most important parameter for validating GNSS receivers is the accuracy of positioning. This parameter is commonly assessed by the manufacturer based on static experiments in which the sensor is held fixed at a known location for a long time period (Taylor et al. 2004 ). However, since GNSS accuracy is subject to much marketing terminology, the accuracy should always be quantified under real operating conditions. Therefore, a static performance test over 6 h was carried out at the TERENO test site Rollesbroich (Bogena et al. 2016) . The site (50°37′33″N 6°18′19″E) is located 50 km west of Bonn (Germany) and is ideal for evaluating the GNSS receiver due to the absence of trees, buildings and other tall objects. However, due to the remoteness of the area, the establishment of a stable RTK connection for correcting DGPS observations is challenging Fig. 1 Electronic and hardware components of the EMI-GPS system depicted without the waterproofed plastic housing and GNSS antenna and for most of the time not possible. During the experiment, the EMI-GPS was placed on the ground and NMEA-GGA messages were recorded at 2 Hz to the internal SD-card.
The 2D accuracy of the receiver was quantified by calculating the circular error probability (CEP), the distance root mean square parameter (DRMS), and two times this value, which is referred to as 2DRMS by Kaplan and Hegarty (2006) . Each accuracy measure defines a radius from the true location describing a confidence region in which observations can be expected with a specific probability. The CEP is derived directly from the position error distribution and refers to the radius of a circle in which 50% of the GNSS observations are measured. The CEP is calculated as: where δ x and δ y are the standard deviations of the longitudinal and latitudinal co-ordinates, respectively (NovAtel Inc. 2003) . The DRMS defines a region in which 63-68% of the observations are made and is calculated as:
The 2DRMS instead defines the area containing 95-98% of the observations and is calculated as:
As the true location of the EMI-GPS could not be determined by a DGPS, the median of all observations was used as a reference point. For the analysis, co-ordinates had to be transformed from the global WGS84 into the metric UTM32 system and were then standardised on the reference co-ordinates. The dispersion of the horizontal error, calculated as the shortest distance between observations and the reference, was then compared against the theoretical horizontal error distribution. The theoretical horizontal error function was derived from a Weibull distribution with scale parameter α = 1 and shape parameter β = 2 which is commonly used to model radial navigation errors (Kobayashi et al. 1992) .
To further quantify the EMI-GPS measurements, the position fix status, the number of satellites, as well as the Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) as provided by the NMEA-GGA messages, were analysed.
Assessment of the absolute accuracy of the EMI-GPS determined in a kinematic experiment
In addition to the stationary positioning, Taylor et al. (2004) noted that the reported accuracy of a GNSS receiver can vary significantly in dynamic mode. The position accuracy of two EMI-GPS receivers (expressed as Rover01 and Rover02 hereafter) was therefore compared against a NovaTel ProPak-V3 L1/L2 DGPS (NovAtel Inc., Calgary, Canada) with GSM-RTK correction in a kinematic experiment. Respective GNSS antennae were mounted at the same height and separated by 0.2 m with the DGPS antenna at central position on a test cart (see Fig. 3a ), which was pulled at walking speed along the side markings of a road. Neither buildings nor other nearby obstacles affected the measurements. All GNSS observations were recorded as NMEA-GGA message with 1 Hz to the internal memory of the individual systems.
(1)
The robustness of the Rover observations were assessed by the following procedure. First, the closest DGPS location was determined for each Rover observation considering the recorded GPS time. Then, the direction of travel was reconstructed by fitting a smooth line through the six closest DGPS observations. Subsequently, the selected Rover observations were rotated around the DGPS reference location so that the direction of travel was pointing against north.
Under the assumption that the EMI-GPS would have recorded with almost perfect accuracy one should assume that the rotated Rover observations would cluster around a distinct position separated by 0.2 m from the origin, representing the DGPS reference location. Furthermore, the error distribution in longitudinal and latitudinal direction would be symmetric with its highest frequency at the centre. In contrast, a clustering further away from the reference as well as a distinct deviation from a circular pattern will indicate possible position errors, which can be described by descriptive statistics or the above-mentioned accuracy measures.
Quantification of the relative and absolute position accuracy of the EMI-GPS using ECa survey data and secondary data
In non-saline soils, the spatial variation of ECa is primarily a function of soil texture, moisture content and cation exchange capacity. Sudduth et al. (2001) showed that ECa patterns are spatially and temporally stable if the contribution of soil texture, especially clay content, dominates all other factors. Furthermore, a strong collinearity between shallow and deep ECa measurements can be expected. Recently, Rudolph et al. (2015) demonstrated that time variable crop-status patterns observed by multispectral satellite imagery can be linked to temporally stable ECa patterns. Hence, the relative positioning error of the EMI-GPS can be determined using repeatedly measured ECa data, while the absolute error can be assessed by using remotely sensed crop status measurements as reference. To quantify the relative and absolute positioning error, ECa data of the TERENO site Selhausenfield F01-from 2012 as well as an unpublished ECa dataset of the same field obtained in 2015 are considered. For both surveys, ECa data were obtained by the CMD miniExplorer (GFinstruments, Brno, Czech Republic) and measurements were geo-referenced by the above mentioned EMI-GPS. The EMI sensor consists of three receiver coils separated by d 1 = 0.32, d 2 = 0.71, and d 3 = 1.18 m from the transmitter coil. The resulting theoretical exploration depth for the vertical coplanar (VCP) mode ranges from 0 to 0.25 m (VCP1), 0 to 0.5 m (VCP2) and 0 to 0.9 m (VCP3) and for the horizontal coplanar (HCP) mode from 0 to 0.5 m (HCP1), 0 to 1.1 m (HCP2) and 0 to 1.9 m (HCP3), respectively. Due to the measurement principles of the EMI sensor, VCP and HCP data had to be obtained separately. For the published ECa survey, VCP and HCP measurements were taken on two consecutive days while, for the later survey, a second CMD miniExplorer was used to measure VCP and HCP simultaneously. In the so-called tandem-approach, both EMI sensors were pulled behind each other and geo-referenced separately. At any time, the EMI-GPS was mounted in the center and 1.5 m above the EMI sensor while GNSS observations were transmitted to the ECa logger by 0.5 Hz. A detailed measurement setup is given by Rudolph et al. (2015) .
Maps of the log-transformed and variance normalised ECa data were produced using geostatistical methods (Webster and Oliver 2007) . A spatial autocorrelation amongst the data was represented by a Matérn variogram function (Minasny and McBratney 2005; Matérn 1986 ):
where h is the lag distance separating two observations, c 0 is the nugget variance describing the positive limit as the lag distance approaches zero, and c 0 + c 1 describe the sill variance of the variogram which equals the variance of the underlying population. Γ is the gamma function, K ν denotes the modified Bessel function of the second kind, while ν > 0 and a > 0 are smoothness and scale parameters, respectively. These parameters were estimated by the method of moments and then used to interpolate the ECa measurements to a raster with 0.25 m resolution using ordinary kriging (Webster and Oliver 2007) .
For both ECa surveys, the relative position accuracy was assessed as follows. Within a search radius of 10 m, the interpolated VCP measurements were shifted stepwise in increments of 0.25 m relative to the HCP data. For each step, the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was calculated between the position-corrected VCP and the measured HCP raster combinations (e.g. VCP1-HCP1, VCP1-HCP2, VCP1-HCP3). Respectively, the sum of all correlation coefficients was computed to quantify the positioning error. Assuming a strong collinearity between shallow VCP and deep HCP data, the relative position error would be indicated by the largest sum of all correlation coefficients. Once the error is obtained, the position of the VCP measurements can be corrected by applying the determined displacement vector.
In contrast, the absolute position accuracy was quantified similarly, but the interpolated VCP and HCP measurements were shifted and correlated against geo-referenced Leaf Area Index measurements (LAI). Respective crop canopy measurements were taken in 2011 and are described by Rudolph et al. (2015) . One should note, that larger observed LAI values indicated better crop performance under dry conditions due to a higher water holding capacity of the soil. As the water holding capacity is a function of clay content, similar patterns were described by the ECa survey. Zones of better crop performance were delineated manually in the western part of the field by a DGPS in 2013 as another severe drought period affected sugar beet. To evaluate the correction of the absolute error these delineated zones were visually compared with the measured and position corrected ECa data using a GIS. Furthermore, position-corrected ECa data were regressed with soil texture information as described by Rudolph et al. (2015) and the coefficients of determination (R 2 ) obtained were compared against the values derived from the measured ECa data.
Results and discussion
Relative accuracy of the EMI-GPS determined by the static performance test
Satellite visibility during the static performance test was good and the number of tracked satellites ranged from 8 to 12 with a median of 10. The high number of visible satellites resulted in an ideal satellite geometry as indicated by the HDOP, which varied between 0.75 and 1.2. A median HDOP of 0.8 indicated a very good satellite constellation (Kaplan and Hegarty 2006) . The analysis of the position fix status information revealed that the first 51 observations were recorded without SBAS correction. The missing correction can be explained by the start mode of the receiver as well as the fact that the EMI-GPS is designed to record or transmit NMEA messages as soon as the receiver is switched on. In general, three start modes can be distinguished depending
on the available GNSS information. If the receiver has no prior information about its current position, for example if the receiver was switched off for a longtime period and has been moved to another location, then information such as satellite constellation and UTC time have to be obtained before the new position can be determined. Hence, the so-called cold start is slower than the warm or hot start. As the EMI-GPS was set up to record its position at 2 Hz, the first 26 s were affected by the missing correction. The same time period is given by the manufacturer of the LEA-6T GPS module for the cold start (Ublox 2010) . Although, this time period is insignificant for a continuous EMI survey, warm up times should always be considered, especially for surveys at which the GNSS receiver is frequently switched on and off such as for a manual grid survey covering several hectares. As summarised in Fig. 2a , the recorded observations scatter within a radius of 2.3 m around the reference (median of all positions). The deviation from the reference was on average 0.76 m with a standard deviation of 0.41 m. CEP, DRMS and 2DRMS indicate that 50% of the observations were made within 0.7 m, 68% within 0.9 m and 98% within 1.8 m. However, one should consider that in the reported experiment, the system precision was assessedusing the median of all measurements as a reference and that this approximation to the actual position contains a bias that will affect the results. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 2b , the comparison between the measured and theoretical error distribution indicates a high frequency of small errors and a low frequency of larger errors. Since the comparison indicates that the horizontal measurement error was not entirely circular distributed nor Gaussian, the estimated CEP, DRMS and 2SDRMS values are likely to be underestimated due to the short observation time. In contrast, UBLOX quantifies the horizontal position accuracy of the LEA-6T module at 2 m based on the CEP and a 24 h static performance test (Ublox 2010) . Due to practical reasons, a longer observation time was not possible. The scattering of all observations around its median quantified on the number of observations per area is illustrated in a together with the Circular Error Probability (CEP), the Distance Root Mean square parameter (DRMS), and its double value the 2DRMS, which quantify the 2D accuracy of the EMI-GPS receiver during this experiment. b The dispersion of the observed horizontal error is compared against the theoretical horizontal error distribution derived from a Weibull distribution with scale parameter α = 1 and shape parameter β = 2
Positioning accuracy of the EMI-GPS when operated in dynamic mode
During the kinematic experiment, satellite geometry was good as indicated by HDOP values which ranged for both Rover and the DGPS between 0.9 and 1.4. Larger differences were observed in the number of satellites used for position calculation. While the DGPS acquired on average seven satellites, three more were used by the Rovers. These differences can possibly be explained by the antennae used as well as differences in the acquisition settings. For example, the elevation cut-off angle is a predefined parameter, which ensures that only satellites with a certain angle above the horizon are used by the receiver for position calculation. Although, a low cut-off angle generally results in a larger number of satellites, it also increases the possibility of tropospheric or ionospheric delay, multipath errors or blockage of the line-of-sight. In contrast, a high cut-off angle might exclude potential satellites and negatively affect the satellite constellation in view of the GNSS receiver. For the reported EMI-GPS measurements, the default cut-off angle of 5° was used, whereas the angle used by the DGPS was unknown.
The analysis of the DGPS logs revealed that RTK correction had unnoticeably been lost three times during the data gathering and it took up to 2.5 min to re-establish the respective corrections (see Fig. 3b ). The RTK loss is illustrated in Fig. 4 by comparing DGPS and Rover02 logs recorded along a 165 m long transect. As part of the 2.3 km long experimental track, the section was traversed twice. While DGPS observations logged with 1 Hz were in accordance with the road markings during the first pass, a sudden jump and a varying offset of up to 2 m towards east indicates the loss of the RTK correction on the return (see Fig. 4c, d) . As soon as RTK-connection was re-established, DGPS recordings align perfectly as visualised in Fig. 3b . In contrast, observations of Rover02 logged at 2 Hz showed no erratic behaviour at all but followed the reference track with a varying offset. However, the quantified position offset was at no time larger than for those of the DGPS without RTK correction.
The comparison of the EMI-GPS observation acquired in the kinematic and static experiment suggests that a kinematic filter algorithm is used by the LEA-6T GPS module as indicated by the good in-line alignment of respective observations. This assumption is strengthened by the fact that observations of both Rovers drifted away from the reference by up to 1.2 m as the cart stopped for 30 s (data not shown). However, the use of a filter, which smooths the signal to noise ratio as suggested in the literature, could not be verified by the information provided by the manufacturer (Ehrl et al. 2003) .
The comparison between the DGPS reference and the rotated and normalised Rover observations are summarized in Table 1 and depicted in Fig. 5a , b. Please note that DGPS observations recorded without RTK correction were removed previously. Although, Rover observations scattered within 2.5 m around the reference location, the scattering appeared to be unbalanced and more localised than compared to the static performance test. The high number of observations in the 3rd and 4th quadrant of the Cartesian co-ordinate system can partly be explained by the layout of the experiment as the majority of the observations were made along tracks in NW-SE (41%) and SE-NW (23%) directions. Furthermore, problems with the RTK correction occurred predominantly along the shorter NE-SW, and SW-NE segments of the track (see Fig. 3b ).
The median distance between the Rover observations and the DGPS reference location as well as towards the DGPS track was 1.22 and 0.72 m for Rover01 and 1.34 and 0.6 m for Rover02. The longitudinal error of Rover01 had a median of − 0.79 m and a standard deviation of 0.53 m and was slightly larger than those of Rover02 (− 0.63 ± 0.32 m). In contrast, a larger latitudinal error was obtained for Rover02 (− 1.01 ± 0.98) than for Rover01 (− 0.90 ± 0.58 m). The fact that observations of Rover01 were better circular distributed than those of Rover02 is reflected by the GNSS quality measures. For Rover01 a CEP of 0.66 m, a DRMS of 0.79 m and a 2 DRMS of 1.58 m was obtained, while a CEP of 0.79 m, a DRMS of 1.03 m, and a 2DRMS of 2.05 m was calculated for Rover02. On the other hand, the normalisation of Rover02 on Rover01 indicated a more balanced distribution of the horizontal error between both Rovers. However, a CEP of 0.99 m, a DRMS of 1.18 m and a 2DRMS of 2.37 m as well as a large standard deviation of the error ranging from 0.80 to 0.88 m suggests that both systems apparently obtained slightly different satellite information over time to calculate respective positions. Although, identical hardware components are used by the Rovers, it can be assumed that the separation of Rover01 and Rover02 (see Fig. 3a ) by a multiple of the wavelength of the L1 frequency (~ 0.19 m) resulted in different multipath conditions and hence a different signal to noise ratio, which affected the system performance. Unfortunately, the recorded NMEA-GGA message does not provide further information and RAW messages were not recorded by the GNSS receivers. 1 3
The performance of both EMI-GPS receivers was further investigated along the longest segments of the test track. As illustrated in Fig. 5d , e, the scattering of both Rovers indicates a similar position relative to the DGPS as the test cart was moved in the NW-SE direction. The apparent delay in the Rover positioning as suggested by the negative offset towards the DGPS can most likely be explained by the RTK-correction of the DGPS towards the south. This assumption is supported by Fig. 5g , h which indicates a positive offset for most of the observations as the cart was pulled towards the opposite direction. Besides this, the comparison also indicates a more compact scattering of Rover02 compared to Rover01, especially on the return. This might explain the observed bi-modal distribution of the latitude error of Rover02. As summarised in Fig. 5f , i deviations in the positioning between both systems occurred at any time with larger differences on the return.
Although the kinematic experiment indicated a relatively small absolute position error, one should note that the number of observations is relatively small (n = 1740). Furthermore, a more robust experimental design with a longer baseline and a balanced change of directions as well as a high number of repetitions under different satellite constellations is needed to quantify the position accuracy of the EMI-GPS further.
Quantification of the relative position accuracy of the EMI-GPS using EMI survey data
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the estimated variograms of the ECa measurements from the 2012 and 2015 survey at the Selhausen site-field F01-are remarkably similar. This is especially evident for the intermediate and deeper ECa data. Rudolph et al. (2015) showed that, at this particular field, the clay content increased with depth. As the environmental conditions between the surveys were comparable, it is very likely that the spatial variability of the deeper measurements is controlled by the temporally stable clay content. The larger variation between the shallow VCP measurements can be related to the differences in the field management resulting in a different surface roughness and topsoil compaction (Brevik 2001) .
The Pearson correlation coefficients calculated between the measured VCP and HCP raster indicate a good correlation for the 2012 survey ranging from 0.67 to 0.70 and a very Table 2 ). The low correlation between the shallow ECa measurements are most likely an artefact of the smaller footprint and sensing depth of the sensor. Also the higher sensitivity of the EMI mode towards environmental conditions should be considered.
The assumption that the lower correlations of the 2012 survey were attributed to positioning errors was investigated by estimating the relative position error between respective ECa measurements. Using the sum of correlations estimated from a predefined set of offset combinations as a criterion, the estimated error distribution is visualised in Fig. 7 and quantified in Table 2 . The analysis revealed an elliptic shaped pattern with high correlations near the origin and lower correlations further away. One should note that the origin represents the initial correlation of the measured data. The location with the highest sum of correlations instead defines the offset which should be applied to the measured HCP data to achieve the highest correlation towards VCP. Respectively, the estimated position offset quantifies the magnitude of the relative error and describes the corresponding replacement vector. Figure 7a illustrates that for the 2012 survey, the highest correspondence between VCP and HCP measurements was found when HCP measurements were shifted by 5.5 m towards the east. As a consequence, the correlation significantly improved to 0.89 and 0.92 respectively. In contrast, Fig. 7b illustrates the error distribution of the 2015 survey which suggests a relative error of only 1 m. As a consequence, only minor improvements were Fig. 7 Comparison of the relative and absolute positioning error of the EMI-GPS receiver for two different survey designs. The relative positon error was assessed by stepwise correlating the shifted VCP against HCP measurements while the absolute positioning error was obtained by correlating remotely sensed leaf area index measurements (LAI) against the shifted VCP and HCP data. For both approaches, the sum of the estimated Pearson correlation coefficient was used to quantify the error and replacement vector to correct the ECa data achieved, which do not show up in the summary statistics. As a consequence, the estimated error suggest that a tandem-approach, at which two EMI sensors were used simultaneously and geo-referenced individually, should be the preferred survey design as the effect of timevariable factors such as satellite constellation and atmospheric delay are minimal. However, multiple data sets from a variety of fields are needed to test this assumption further.
Quantification of the absolute positioning errors using remotely sensed LAI observations
The initial correlation between the geo-referenced LAI raster image and the shallow VCP measurements of the 2012 survey ranged between 0.47 and 0.62 (see Table 3 ). A slightly higher correlation was calculated for respective HCP measurements ranging from 0.60 to 0.68. The correlation coefficients between LAI and the 2015 ECa data were similar and ranged from 0.41 to 0.58. The determination and quantification of the absolute positioning error are visualised in Fig. 7c -f and summarised in Table 3 . For the 2012 VCP measurements, the highest sum of correlation coefficients was determined by shifting the ECa raster by 3.2 m towards the east. In contrast, the highest correlation between LAI and HCP was located 3.35 m apart from the origin but in a westerly direction. The fact that both extrema were located in the opposite direction relative to the origin explains the previously determined large relative error. Although, a similar absolute position error was determined for the 2015 survey (2.4 and 3.0 m), the relative separation between both extrema was only 1 m. These findings are in good agreement with those made by the determination of the relative positioning error. The fact that the correlation between LAI and the position corrected ECa data improved only slightly, up to 0.73 for 2012 and 0.62 for 2015, can partly be attributed to the low resolution of the LAI raster of 5 × 5 m as well as the magnitude of the absolute positioning error. Furthermore, one should note that firstly, ECa and LAI observations were made in different years while secondly the observed spatial variability of LAI is not exclusively a function of soil texture. However, the assessment of the positioning error demonstrated that the position accuracy of an EMI survey can be validated and improved using affordable comprehensive secondary information. Certainly, the quantification of the positioning error of the EMI-GPS with a DGPS or self-tracking total station (TTS) would be more precise, but expensive to realise especially if more than one EMI device has to be geo-referenced.
Validation of the position corrected ECa data using independent secondary information
The comparison between the DGPS delineated zones of non-drought affected sugar beet as observed in 2013 and described by Rudolph et al. (2015) against the measured and position corrected ECa data normalised on its mean and standard deviation are depicted in Fig. 8 . The non-drought affected zones are well described by higher ECa values due to the high clay content in the subsoil. However, as indicated in Fig. 8a -c slight deviations, especially for the first zone from the north as well as for the second zone from the south, are obvious. While respective VCP measurements appear to be shifted towards the south-west, the deeper HCP measurements tend to be positioned too far north. Although, these discrepancies can be of natural origin, ECa patterns almost align perfectly after the position was corrected using the geo-referenced LAI image raster (see Fig. 8d-f ). To evaluate the correction of the absolute positioning error further, soil texture information obtained and described by Rudolph et al. (2015) were regressed against ECa. The coefficients of determination are compared in Table 4 . Considerable improvements were 
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Practical implications for the geo-referencing of ECa data using GNSS sensors
Based on the experiments conducted in this study using a DGPS and EMI-GPS, the following practical implications should be considered for future EMI-surveys geo-referenced by any GNSS receiver. First, the position accuracy of geodetic-grade DGPS receivers with RTK-correction is remarkably precise. However, most PA applications are carried out at remote locations where a reliable and stable GSM connection cannot be guaranteed. As an alternative, RTK corrections from a second nearby DGPS system can be used to precisely collect position information. However, the so-called base and rover configuration requires that the co-ordinates of the base station are known to obtain absolute measurements. Moreover, the loss of the RTK correction will introduce positioning errors which are difficult to correct using professional and costly post-processing software. Although, such erroneous observations can also be removed, one should consider that, depending on the survey speed, parts of the survey area will remain unsampled. Such gaps will irretrievably introduce uncertainty into the spatial estimation and interpolation of the property of interest.
Another factor which should be considered when using DGPS is a delay due to the latency of the DGPS. This is the time that a receiver needs to calculate and output the position, but also due to time lags in the data acquisition system (Sudduth et al. 2001 ). Both time lags will convert to a distance error depending on the speed of motion. Ehrl et al. (2003) showed that a DGPS has a considerably longer latency than a low-cost receiver due to the use of complex algorithms to determine its position. However, Lark et al. (1997) demonstrated that the delay can be estimated and corrected by minimizing the mean squared difference calculated between neighboring observations from adjacent passes and for a set of pre-defined offsets.
Second, SBAS-corrected GNSS observations with an absolute positioning error of 2 m are sufficient for most PA applications. However, to guarantee optimal GNSS performance, the quality of the GNSS antenna as well as its positioning is crucial. Large performance differences mainly due to a less effective signal reception and multipath suppression have been reported between geodetic-grade and consumer-grade patch antennas Yasuda 2008, 2009; Pesyna et al. 2014; Odolinski and Teunissen 2016) . To improve the signal quality, one should first ensure that the antenna matches the technology of the GNSS receiver (Matias et al. 2015) . Then, the antenna should be placed on a ground plane, such as a conductive plate, to reduce multipath and mounted at least 1.5 m above ground, apart from any electronic device to minimize radio-frequency interference. Furthermore, a cutoff angle of at least 15° is advisable but should be increased if required (Odolinski and Teunissen 2016) . Moreover, the performance of the GNSS system should be at least once compared against a precise reference system such as a RTK-DGPS or TTS using stationary and dynamic measurements (Ehrl et al. 2003) . If several GNSS positioning modules or antennae are available, a sensitive test, in which the GNSS configuration to be tested is compared against a reference, should be considered to evaluate the best performing unit or configuration Yasuda 2008, 2009; Pesyna et al. 2014) . Commonly used quality control parameters are the carrier-to-noise density or the signal-to-noise ratio (Kaplan and Hegarty 2006) .
Third, when considering SBAS correction only, it is highly recommended to design the EMI survey carefully. As better accuracy is achieved along straight transects, measurements should be primarily carried out along evenly spaced transects, whereas the distance between them should be optimised regarding the expected accuracy of the GNSS receiver and the size of the survey area. Turning points should be located in the headland area or beyond field boundaries and survey interruption should be minimised if possible.
Fourth, if the purpose of the survey is to obtain ECa measurements from different depths by either using several EMI modes or several EMI devices, one has to ensure that the measurements are taken over a relatively short time period to minimise factors such as satellite constellation and atmospheric delay. Note, that the satellite constellation for a given area can be predicted using freely available software such as the Trimble Planning Software (Trimble, Sunnyvale, USA). However, EMI devices which are capable of obtaining measurements from several depths without repeating the survey such as the EM-38DD or the Dual-EMs are perfectly suited. In contrast, the combination of several sensors to the so-called tandem-approach has been presented as a promising alternative.
Fifth, to minimise interference between the GNSS and EMI unit (von Hebel et al. 2014 ), a number of published studies obtained position information from a DGPS placed with a spatial offset in front of the EMI sensor. Under the assumption that the sensor had followed in a straight line and at a constant distance, the offset was corrected using sophisticated post-processing (see e.g. Sudduth et al. (2001) ; Gottfried et al. (2012) ; Delefortrie et al. (2014) ). As a spatial offset adds uncertainty to the geostatistical estimation of the measured variable (Cressie and Kornak 2003) , the use of a compact GNSS system centred above the EMI sensor within appropriate height is recommended.
Finally, even if position errors are apparent, respective measurements can be corrected using comprehensive secondary information, which can be related to the response variable. As an alternative, geo-referenced tracks collected along distinct features such as field boundaries or tram lines can be compared against remotely sensed images to quantify and correct respective measurements. However, one should note that the estimated position error will be variable between surveys if no RTK correction is used.
Conclusion
In this study, an affordable, single-frequency GPS system developed for EMI surveys supporting PA applications was introduced. Comparisons between the EMI-GPS and a RTK-DGPS with centimetre accuracy indicated that the averaged absolute position error never exceeded 1.5 m. While the DGPS occasionally suffered from weak RTK correction, no erratic behaviour was evident for the EMI-GPS. ECa survey data indicates a good accuracy of the EMI-GPS along straight transects with a higher variation in the positioning at turning points or at fixed locations. Moreover, ECa data suggests that the absolute positioning error of the EMI-GPS remained constant over the period of a survey but varied between surveys. Furthermore, data indicates that the relative positioning error was larger when measurements were obtained on different dates. To minimise the effects of time variable factors such as satellite constellation and atmospheric delay, the concurrent measurement of both shallow and deep EMI modes is proposed. Finally, geo-referenced ECa data suggest that, for most PA applications, the low-cost, single-frequency EMI-GPS is a promising alternative to the expensive geodetic-grade RTK-DGPS systems.
